
 Bob has a job. It is his job to check the chairs. Bob checks 

each chair. He doesn’t take a chance. He makes sure they are safe. 

He makes sure they will not break or fall. 

 Today will be a ball game. Bob needs ten chairs for the

children who will come to see the game.  Bob chooses �ve chairs.

He checks each chair. He �nds a chipped chair. He marks it with a

chalk.

 Now, Bob has ten chairs. He arranges the chairs cheerfully. 

His job is done.
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Bob’s Chair Job

 Bob changes the chair. He bends to pick his chocolate and 

�nds a mouse munching the cheese under the chair. He chases 

the mouse away. He then chooses more chairs. He checks each 

one. There are no broken parts. 

Read the story and underline each instance where there is a digraph 

“ch” at the beginning. 
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Answer Key

Bob’s Chair Job

 Bob changes the chair. He bends to pick his chocolate and 

�nds a mouse munching the cheese under the chair. He chases 

the mouse away. He then chooses more chairs. He checks each 

one. There are no broken parts. 

Read the story and underline each instance where there is a digraph 

“ch” at the beginning. 
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